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ABSTRACT 

Helical Magnetic Flux Compression Generators (MFCG) are the most promising 

energy sources with respect to their current amplification and compactness. However, 

their intrinsic flux loss limits severely their performance and it is not yet well understood. 

All flux losses have a differing degree of impact, depending on the generator's volume, 

current and energy amplification, size of the driven load, and angular fi-equency of 

armature-helix contact point. 

Although several computer models have been developed, none of them truly 

quantify the ohmic and intrinsic flux losses. This dissertation describes a novel method 

that provides a separate calculation of intrinsic flux losses (flux that is left behind in the 

conductors and lost for compression) and ohmic losses. It also provides a second method 

that uses a simple flux quantification, making a mathematical connection between the 

intrinsic flux losses, quantified by the first method, and the intrinsic flux losses observed 

in the generators. This second method can also be used with the fust method to a priori 

estimate the MFCG performance. 

Simple MFCG with a single helix produce high output energy only into low 

mductance loads, thus producing several 100 kA of current at a voltage level of less than 

lOkV. Many pulsed power devices require less current but a considerably higher voltage 

level. For effectively driving a high inductance load of several (xH, a multistage MFCG 

design has also been successfully tested with a total length of 250 mm, a helix inner 

diameter of 51 mm, achieving an energy gain of-13 into a 3 ̂ iH load. Further power 

conditioning utilizing an exploding wire fuse enables driving an electron beam device. 
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Typical load parameters of electron beam devices are several 100 kV operating 

voltage with an impedance of a few tens of Ohms. Utilizing a multi-stage FCG as 

primary source for inductive energy storage with opening switch enables the production 

of voltages in excess of 100's kV. We built an exploding wire fuse with a length of 

140mm and 100mm in diameter (including the storage inductor), conditioned to the 

MFCG described above. We achieved a voltage of ~ 42kV directly across the 3}xH 

inductor, and more than 130kV with the fuse opening switch operating into a ~12-15 fi 

load. 
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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

Helical MFCG's, exhibit significant ohmic losses due to the finite resistance of 

the whes and armature materials used in their construction. Additionally, only a small 

fi-action of the wire cross-section actually carries current due to the fmite skin depth on 

the microsecond time scale of MFCG operation. However, analysis of helical MFCGs has 

shown that ohmic losses alone fail to predict the experimentally observed performance. 

Rather, the calculated performance always over-predicts the experimental one. Since the 

MFCG's operation principle relies on magnetic flux conservation, we will call the 

additional (non-ohmic) loss "intrinsic flux loss". Many attempts have been made to 

characterize this intrinsic flux loss in more detail. As early as in the 60s, it has been 

widely speculated in the open literature that unrecoverable flux trapped in the conducting 

layers of the generator components is lost for compression (1). While the methods for 

incorporatmg this loss term vary fi-om computer model to computer model, the 

imderlying explanation of this phenomenon seems to be the most plausible cause of the 

mtrinsic flux loss. As outlined in (2), the magnetic field stored in the skin layers of the 

stator and armature has a finite decay time, and commensurable time is needed for the 

current to change directions at the armature-helix contact point. In the extreme case, all of 

the magnetic flux stored m the conductors can be lost. 

It is widely accepted that the generator performance deteriorates with decreasing 

size. Previous experimental data have shown that the increase of the ohmic resistance of 

the MFCG with a reduction in size is the primary cause for the observed behavior when 



the initial generator inductance is held constant. However, tapered generators (tapered 

armature or helix) have shown a very different behavior compared with constant 

armature-helix generators (3), (4). This tapered design was made with the aim of 

diminishing resistive flux losses by reducing the time of compression at high current 

amplitudes. Although they have shown an overall superior performance, their behavior 

was not yet clearly imderstood since they exhibit a behavior opposite to what has been 

known fi-om the constant diameter geometry. For our tapered generator, the intrinsic and 

ohmic flux losses are 13% and 66% respectively, while the constant armature design with 

the same helix dunensions shows 69% and 16%, respectively. 

TTUX TTCn COVERED END SECTION 

t 
TTU IV 

Figure 1.1. From left to right 3D view of TTU X (tapered armature), TTU II (straight 
armature), covered end section and TTU FV small scale design. 



We will analyze the situation in more depth and quantify how much the efficiency 

is determined by ohmic losses and intrinsic flux losses for different generator sizes and 

geometries. 

Results and a comparison in performance of three basic generator geometries are 

briefly discussed as well. Further, we will elucidate a method, based on the quantification 

of the intrinsic flux loss, for a true a priori estimate of the performance of simple helical 

MFCG's. 

It is well known that the experimentally observed gain of a single stage magnetic 

flux compression generator can be expressed as a fimction of the ratio of initial, Lo, to 

fmal inductance, Lp. 

^/ = 
a . / / (L /V^- ' 

0. 

V/ ^FJ 
or G„ = 

E 
0, 

V/ ^FJ 
(1) 

where the overall current gain is G/ and the energy gain is GE, respectively. The figure of 

merit, P, becomes unity for the ideal loss-less case, and ranges between 0.6 and 0.8 for 

real generators. In general, larger generators exhibit a larger fi. This means that a 

generator with larger physical dimensions will perform superior to a smaller generator 

with the same Lo, Lp (4). 

Typical values for LQ range somewhere between a few tens to a few lOO's of |iH, 

so that GE~4OX smaller for generators with less than 100 mm diameter, having a fmal 

(or load) mductance, Lp, of at least 3 p.H (we have uscAfi- 0.7 m Eq. 1). Lowering the 

load inductance, Lp, to 100 nH will push the energy gam to ~ 40. However, such a small 



load inductance is not very practical and forbids driving a variety of pulsed power loads. 

Obviously some kind of transformer must be used to remedy this situation. 

Hence, it was suggested to combine two MFCG stages, the first one having a 

small load inductance, thus a large energy gain, and the second stage having a large final 

load inductance, effectively stepping up the voltage level of the first stage as it is 

necessary for pushing a large current in a limited amount of time into an inductive load. 

The key to this approach is that the load inductance of the fu-st stage is used as the field 

coil for the second stage. Hence, the flux produced by the first stage is effectively trapped 

by the second stage. 

When comparing a dynamic transformer (flux trapping) with a conventional 

transformer, it was found that the latter produces somewhat higher energy gain (8). 

However, the former requires a smaller number of components and isolates the load fi-om 

current-flow imtil the second stage operates. Furthermore, using our dynamic 

transformer, the width of the pulsed is squeezed from ~ 80 |i,s to ~ 7.5 îs. This is a great 

advantage when a MFCG is used with the exploding wire fuse, since steeper and shorter 

pulses are desirable. 

Most documented two-stage MFCGs have been rather large, however, a two-stage 

generator with 60 mm constant diameter was reported to produce an energy gain of 10 

(4.5 kJ) (9). A larger variant with 100 mm diameter first stage and tapered second stage 

produced a gain of 11.9 (2.8 kJ) at a higher efficiency. The limiting factor is the 

msulation thickness of- 0.5 mm for a hold-off voltage of about 50 kV between the 

helices, thus reducing the effective coupling coefficient between the coils. 



It was also experimentally found that the second stage by itself has a higher 

efficiency compared to series operation with the first stage. A reduction of 50 % in 

efficiency due to the mutual inductance between the first and second stage is believed to 

be the reason for this smaller efficiency (9). 

In Chapter II the mechanical design and the operation of a small staged system 

utilizing flux trapping will be described, having 51 mm helix diameter, 250 mm length, 

and a standard 3 ̂ iH load inductance. Two different dynamic transformer configurations, 

crowbar disk and pin, have been tested in combination with the first stage and by itself, 

with the crowbar pin configuration showing a much higher performance when it is used 

in combination with the fu-st stage. Intrinsic and ohmic flux losses as well as the energy 

and current amplification have been quantified separately to determine the cause of the 

different performances, showing a notable difference between them. 

MFCGs are very compact devices related with a high energy and power output 

capability. They can produce hundreads to mega-amperes and voltages of few tens of 

kilovolts (single stage). This range of current and voltages are not suitable to directly 

drive high power microwave loads. However to drive this kind of devices a power 

conditioning stage is required since typically voltages of several hundreads of kilovolts 

and currents of several tens of kiloamperes are needed. Therefore, it is necessary to 

mclude a conditionmg phase between the output of the MFCG and the microwave 

sources. Using exploding wire fuses as opening switch device, an inductive energy 

storage system was used to suddenly discharge the current into the load, thus amplifying 

the output voltage. This kind of openmg fiises are one shot devices and rather simple to 



implement. Such a system is suitable for use with the MFCG. Smgle stage MFCGs can 

produce high currents into small storage inductors. However, to drive high impedance 

loads, in the order of jxH, a dual stage MFCG described above was used. Utilizing a 

multi-stage MFCG as primary source for inductive energy storage with opening switch 

enables the production of voltages in excess of 100 kV. We have successfiiUy tested an 

exploding wire fuse with a length of 140 mm and 100 mm in diameter (includmg the 

storage inductor), matched to the dual stage FCG described. The cross-section and 

number of parallel wires used depend on the amount of ciurent expected by the MFCG, 

as well as the inductor and resistor load. We have presently achieved a voltage of- 43kV 

directly across a 3 |iH mductor, and 130 kV with the fuse opening switch operating into a 

-15 Ohm load. 



CHAPTER II 

QUANTIFICATION OF OHMIC AND INTRINSIC FLUX LOST IN MFCG's 

2.1 Intrinsic Flux Loss 

Since the intrinsic flux loss is a priori unknown, all computer models incorporate 

one or more factors in their circuit analysis that have to be adjusted, relying on 

experimental data. Hence, to the authors' knowledge, no true prediction of an MFCG's 

performance can currently be made. Excellent guesses are obviously possible depending 

on the user's past experience with the model. 

In terms of the computer model, we have used a most simplistic one, which has 

the advantage of keeping the relationships between the involved quantities quite clear 

without clouding the reader's access to the physics behind MFCG operation. To quantify 

the intrinsic flux losses in the circuit we introduce a factor, «, which is the coefficient of 

flux conservation {a=l means no intrinsic flux loss at all) (5). A priori oris unknown 

and has to be derived from the experiment. This is accomplished by adjusting or so that 

the computed current matches the experimental current. 

Equation (1) represents the differential equation of the equivalent MFCG circuit 

sunulation including the factor a. For a = 1, the equation reduces to a generic RL circuit 

with varying inductance and resistance. Solving Eq. (1) for the current, we obtam in Eq. 

(2) the current as a fimction a, Lo, lo, L{t) and R{t). 

l a ^ + L— + IR = Q (1) 
dt dt 



l{t)=Io ^i.Y„.f m,,] 
M>)) -i-m i Lit') 

(2) 

Lo is the initial inductance and lo the initial current. R{t) and L{t) are the time varying 

resistance and inductance of the MFCG. Again, the coefficient oris a priori unknown and 

has to be derived from experimental data. 

We have shown previously that this sunple model will quite accurately calculate 

the output of simple, single stage, single pitch generators at small current amplitudes, 

where non-linear diffusion is negligible (6). 

2.2 Intrinsic and Ohmic Flux Ouatification 

As discussed in prior work, oris linked to the rapid azimuthal progression of the 

armature-helix contact point (5). Hence, as suggested elsewhere, it is assumed that a - 1 

for the initial period from the time of crowbar to the moment when the armature makes 

contact with the first helix turn. After that, or has a smaller niunerical value (typically 

- 0.7... 0.8). Equations (1) and (2) have to be modified to account for the time varying a. 

We accomplish this by rewriting Eq. 2 for incremental time steps: 

/(/) = / ( / - l ) L{i) J '""^ hUii)) , (3) 

where /(/-I) and /,(/-!) are the current and inductance of the previous time step. The time 

dependent inductance and resistance were previously simulated using Maxwell 3D Eddy 

Current Solver. They were calculated using a constant frequency of 100 kHz for the 

whole time range, see Figure 2.1. In a more sophisticated model, R{t) and L{t) should be 

calculated in the time domain, depending on the shape of the current pulse. However, as 
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pointed out earlier, we chose this very simple frequency domain approach to have the 

advantage of a clear relationship between all quantities. Overall, our approach is justified 

in that the current difflision/skin depth depends only on the square root of frequency or 

pulse time. 

The physical generator model has to be drawn for discrete times with different 

expanding armature shapes, which will represent the shapes of the generator armature 

throughout its explosion time. Using modified Gumey Equations, expanding armature 

angles can be calculated for any shape (straight or tapered) and thickness in three-

dimensional representations (3D). The 3D drawings are simulated in Maxwell 3D, taking 

into account the current diffusion to obtain time dependent inductance and resistance for 

specific times. A simple spline interpolation method was used in order to get continuous 

time dependence inductances and resistances from the obtained values. This kind of 

curve fitting becomes very sensitive for small resistance/inductance ratios. Care must be 

taken in the interpolation of the last few microseconds where this ratio is very small, and 

it could change the intrinsic flux loss calculation slope (gaining flux instead of losing it). 

The experimental current described in Equation (3) can be calculated for every 

time increment using the time dependent input quantities of inductance, resistance, oc, and 

seed current. Still, or has to be found for the period where the intrinsic losses are 

produced, by adjusting the current obtained in Equation (3) with the one from the 

experiments. This value represents the average value of or for this period of time. 

However, or has a different value for every time uicrement. 
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Figure 2.1. Experimental and calculated current for a constant diameter MFCG. Lo, Lf, 
Ro, a, lo are 25.42^H 0.046^H, 162 mfi, 0.745, 396 A, respectively. Black: calculated 
current with 100 kHz steady state averaged frequency differing -5 % from transient. 
Gray: experimental transient current. 

The generator is supplied with an initial seed current at t = 0 seconds, lo, which 

will be amplified by the generator. Therefore, the seed current will correspond to the 

current in the previous interval, I(i-I). From Equation (3), we derive the matched 

calculated current "ICEXA})" that is fitted to the experimental current by adjusting oc, see 

Figure 2.1. 

Using a, /?(/), ̂ (0. k, as input quantities in Equation (3), two more currents are 

computed to determine the mcremental flux loss contributions to the total flux loss due to 

each component by calculatmg the current for the next time step, switching off either 

10 



ohmic losses {R(i) = 0 Q) or infrinsic losses {a(i) = 1). This is repeated for each time 

step, always using ICEXKI-'^) as the base for the previous time step, see Figure 2.2 and 

Equation (4): 

A(0=/c^.O-i)- L{i-l) 
I L{i) 

\a{') / 

•exp 3i!)] At (4) 

with y = "/?" setting a(i)=l, or "c^'settingR(i) = 0 Q. 
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Ohmic increment 

Intrinsic 
increment 

1 us/div 

Figure 2.2. Incremental flux losses difference obtained for every time step due to Ohmic 
and Intrinsic losses for TTU IV. 

Therefore, the current "IcEXp(i)" can be used to derive the magnetic flux that is 

lost during MFCG operation. Specifically, the relative percentage flux loss at any time 

step is given by A^'^gxp 0) i" Equation (5), which includes both ohmic and intrinsic flux 

11 



losses. Likewise, A(t>\ (/) takes into account only the ohmic flux losses and A<z>'„ (/) only 

the infrinsic flux losses. 

(L{i)I^{i)-L{i-\)I^,^^{i-\)\ 
A<z>\,(0= , , , xlOO% (5) 

I A/-Lo/o J 

withy = C £ ^ , / ? o r a . 

hi the next Figure 2.3., is depicted the Ohmic and hitrmsic Flux losses 

qualification flow graph. 

c ohmic & Imrissic Ftux 
losses Qiuntificatioii 3 

Generator dimaiskns Use Gumey EquadoDS for: 3D models, 
Sw^ Tine 

1 
MAXWELL 3D solve for 

L(t)&R(t) 

\ • 

Incre: ise a 

/,(')-/CE».('-1)[ 

^ NO 

:i#r'4i(ii]"] 
Decrease Of 

A0',(0- £(O/,(0-£(i-l)/a„(i-l) 
A f V o 

I 
xlOO% 

S^,0)-S £(0/^.(0-£(.-l)/aa,(/-l) 
Vo 
X 

xlOO»/o 

Ohmk & Intrinsic %Fhn Lost 

Figure 2.3 Flow graph of the Ohmic and Infrinsic Flux Losses Quatification. 
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The resulting incremental percentage loss in flux for CEXP, /? and a is then 

summed over the entire operation time of the generator, which yields the percentage of 

total flux lost, see Equation (6): 

^^(,)^yf^(')^.(')-^'-l)/c.;./.('-l) 
1=1 ^0^0 

xlOO% (6) 

withy = C£AP,/?ora. 

As necessary, the sum of the individual losses equals the total flux loss at every 

time step, see Figure 2.4. No flux is lost due to a, A<pa - 0, for tunes prior to the 

armature's contact with the first helix tum (up to 4.2 îs in Figure 2.4). After that, A(l>a 

drops rapidly and even overtakes the ohmic flux loss, A(t>R, at 6.2 (xs. 

1 — I — I — I — I — ' — I — • — I — ' — r 

3 4 5 6 7 8 
500 ns/div 

Figure 2.4. Percentage flux loss, A^, in TTU IV, cf Table 2.1. Time to make contact 
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with the first tum is 4.2 ^s. Upper curve - A<t>a, infrinsic loss; middle curve - A^, ohmic 

loss; bottom curve - A<I>CEXP, combined losses. 

The calculated experimental gain for TTU II, IV, and X, cf Table 2.1, is depicted 

in Figure 2.5. The highest current amplification is generated by TTU X with a current 

gain of 97, followed by TTU II (with the same stator dimensions as TTU X) with 81, and 

TTU rV with 31. It is obvious from Figure 2.5 that the three generators have different run 

times due to their varying axial length, cf Table 2.1. The helix diameter of TTU IV is 

only about a third that of the two others. 

100 

CO 

O 
c 
CD 

o 

80-

60-

40-

20-

' ' ' ' * * I I I 

T ^ 

TTUX 

TTUII 

TTU IV 

i M • • I • 
0 4 8 12 

1 |.LS/div 
Figure 2.5. Calculated current gain usmg Eq. (3) with a = 0.73, 0.93 and 0.72 
respectively. From left to right: TTU IV, X and II. Experimental waveforms (not shown) 
are within 5 % of the calculated ones. 
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2.3 Infrinsic Flux Simulation 

The infrinsic flux simulation will be called the 2"'' method. Since it is assumed 

that flux is being left behind the contact point due to contact mechanical factors, it is 

instructive to determine the amount of flux that is produced inside the conductor material 

close to the contact point. However, even in the frequency domain, magnetic field 

simulations of the entire generator structure are very time consuming and the error 

produced in them can be rather large due the large ratio between the generator's overall 

dimension and the current skin depth in the helix wire (-lO"*). 

Figure 2.6 3D view of the MFCG structure and magnetic field simulations. 

Still, flux produced inside the wire-armature structure can be determined using a 

simplified geometry focusing only on the region close to the contact point. Figure 2.7 

shows a three dimensional structure with a cylindrical object (wire) making contact with 

15 



a square surface (armature) connected at both ends under a given angle. This model is 

comparable to a small piece of wire-armature structure of the MFCGs close to the contact 

point. From this model, the flux produced at the contact point in the wire-armature can be 

determined with a very small error, since the ratio between structure size and skindepth is 

only about 100. For TTU X, TTU II and TTU IV different frequencies, angles and 

dimensions have been used. The magnetic flux density at a total current of 10 kA reaches 

up to -10 T at the contact point, see Figure 2.8. We used an average frequency of 57 kHz 

for TTUII derived from the current output waveform, cf Figure 2.5. 

virtually in rest v 
< > 

Figure 2.7 3D view of the wfre-armature structure (top). Contact point details (bottom). 
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Figure 2.8 Magnetic flux density zoomed in at the contact point for TTU II at 57 kHz 
with 10 kA current. Magnetic flux density goes from 10 Tesla at the contact point to 1 
Tesla in the outermost part of the drawmg. White lines represent the structure of the wfre. 
The depicted figure approximately correspond to the dashed region box in Figure 2.7. 

The white lines in the lower half of Figure 2.8 correspond to the wire structure 

and the upper half to the armature. The angle between the wire and armature (in 

azimuthal direction) is very small with TTU X having the smallest angle with less than 

one degree. However, magnetic flux density for different generators measured with their 

respective angles using the same current frequency and AWG has shown a variation in 

magnitude of less than 1% between them. This angle should not be confused with the 

Gumey angle, which is about 15 degrees. Obviously, the highest magnetic flux density is 

at the contact pomt. By calculating the flux per unit length close to the contact point, we 

17 



can determine the maximum amount of flux that will be inside the wire-armature body. It 

should be noted that the skin depth calculated for the steady state frequency domain 

differs less than 5 % from the fransient solution derived from a first quarter period of a 

sine wave, see Figure 2.1. In Figure 2.9. is depicted the Flow graph of the Intrinsic Flux 

Simulation. 
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Figure 2.9 Flow graph of the hitrinsic Flux Simulation. 

Decrease Of 

This quantification becomes much more versatile and easier to compute for a 

wide range of different generator designs since the magnitude, B, changes only slightly 
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with the azimuthal wire-armature angles. Therefore, by storing the magnitudes of the 

magnetic flux density for the range of the operating frequencies, we will be able to 

quantify the intrinsic flux losses instantly for most of the generators at the respective 

current frequencies, hi the cases where the accuracy plays an important role, the error 

infroduced by averaging frequencies can be reduced dramatically solving the magnitude, 

B, with its respective frequency (frequencies can be calculated from the current 

waveform given by the l" method using the FFT) at every increment of time or by usmg 

a fransient solver to get the B magnitude with the right skin depth. Once the flux per unit 

length is known, the rate of flux loss is calculated by multiplying the flux per unit length 

with the total length of the wire divided by the time that it takes the armature to make 

contact from the first to the last tum. To calculate the total flux loss, the integrated 

current that flows through the wires is needed in order to scale the rate of flux loss inside 

the wire-armature structure. 

2.4 Results and Discussion. 

As mentioned before, in the exfreme case all the flux in the conductors is lost for 

flux compression. And indeed, even though we made very simple assumptions, such as a 

constant frequency for the calculation of the skin-depth, the flux in the conductors equals 

the intrinsic flux loss calculated m section II.B. within - 20% for TTU II and TTUIV. 

In detail, we believe that the contact point does not progress in a smooth fashion but 

rather as a rapid sequence of electrical shorts, thus leaving behind the magnetic flux m 

the wires, eventually forming eddy currents. Imperfections and small ripples in the 

armature are believed to be the cause for the sequence of shorts. The fact that the 
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armature material is additionally bent and sfretched considerably at the contact point does 

certainly not help the situation. This general idea is not new, however, we were able to 

make a quantitative connection between locally stored flux and the intrinsic flux loss for 

the first time. 

The tapered generator, TTUX, exhibits a distinctly different behavior, compare 

Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. Comparing the infrinsic flux loss derived from the two methods 

reveals that the loss derived from the magnetic field diffusion highly over predicts the 

experimentally observed loss. Hence, magnetic flux is partially recovered from the 

conductors, (we estunate - 80 %), for TTU X showing only 13% of intrinsic flux losses. 

Since the tapered generator has a shallower angle with respect to the helix, we speculate 

that the contact point can run more smoothly as the armature is not deformed as much at 

the contact point, especially at the end of the compression where current amplification 

increases considerably. One could also stress the difference in expansion ratio, which is 

smallest for the larger end of the tapered generator. The surface of the armature will have 

smaller ripples at the smaller expansion ratios. This does not mean that constant diameter 

generators with smaller expansion ratio should be preferred since the initially available 

inductance, Lo, of the generator and thus the output current will drop considerably with a 

smaller expansion ratio. It is also known that large MFCGs on the meter scale can 

conserve 63% of the mitial flux (7), compared to the mch sized generators listed in Table 

2.1. The expansion ratio of these generators is typically also close to 2, and the expansion 

angle (Gumey angle) is also comparable - 15 degree. However, the wall thickness of the 

armature in these generators is also larger when the armature contacts the helix. This 

implies that the deformation of the armature at the contact pomt might be considered less 
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critical with respect to having a smoothly progressing contact pomt. For a more typical 

expansion ratio of 2, the armature's wall thickness at the contact point is only approx. 

half of its unexpanded value. This also means that a 100 mm diameter armature has -10 

times the wall thickness of our smallest generator TTU IV, since the initial wall thickness 

has to grow about linearly with the armature diameter if the Gumey angle is to be kept 

constant. The purpose of the tapered armature in TTUX was to reduce the time of 

compression helping as well to suppress the intrinsic flux losses. Although TTU II and 

TTU X have the same helix dimensions, their respective initial resistances are 159 and 

323 milliohm, showing TTU X with twice the resistance value of TTU II due to its size 

difference between armature and helix and due to its higher averaged frequency of the 

current pulse with 255 kHz compared to 57 kHz for TTU II. Thus, the ohmic flux loss in 

TTU X plays a much more important role with a 66% loss as compared to the intrinsic 

flux loss of only 13%. The total loss of 79% is quite typical for the simple small sized 

MFCGs. TTU II with the same stator dimensions exhibits the opposite behavior with 

16% ohmic flux loss and 69% mtrinsic flux loss, causing 85% total flux lost. The distinct 

difference in behavior between the constant diameter MFCGs, see Figs. 2.4,2.10 and the 

tapered MFCG, see Figure 2.11, is summarized in Table 2.1. 
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Figure 2.10 Percentage flux loss, Ac/), in TTU II. Time to make contact with the first tum 
is - 11 |j,s, helix time is 8 |j,s. Bottom curve - combined loss. 

Figure 2.12 represents the magnetic flux density for TTU X for two different 

times of compression. At time 0 (is, the highest magnetic flux density is produced at the 

first tum and m the middle of the helix. At time 11 |j,s, the armature reaches the helix, 

producing the highest field at the contact pomt and at the inner surface of the helix , 

where the infrinsic flux is bemg lost from there to the end of the compression. 

It can be seen from the Figure 2.12 at 12 (is that the armature is already very close 

to the helix, taking only - 4 (is from this point to wipe out all the turns. On the other 

hand, TTU II has twice the wipe out time. As it was explamed in the 2"''method used, 

section II.C, the intrmsic flux sunulation uses the differential flux to quantify the total 
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flux lost in the conductors. It depends on the magnitude of the flux density, B, measured 

inside the skin depth (given by the ciurent frequency) near the contact point, times the 

length per unit of time. Since TTU X has almost 5 times higher frequency than TTU II, 

and half of the wipe out time, 4 |is versus 8 |is, the flux magnitude inside the conductors 

during the 4 (is will be much smaller than the one in TTU II. As a result, the combuied 

effect of lower flux magnitude during the compression time and the shorter time where 

infrinsic flux losses are produced help to reduce the overall intrinsic flux losses m the 

TTUX. 

8 10 
1 |.is/div 

T ' 1 ' 1 ^ 

12 14 16 18 

Figure 2.11 Percentage flux loss, Acj), in TTU X. Time to make contact with the fust tum 
is - 11 (IS, helix tune is 4 (is. Bottom curve - combmed loss. 
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Figure 2.12 From left to right, magnetic flux density for TTUX at 100 kHz with lOkA 
current at 0 (is, and 11 (is, fust contact with helix. ̂ H 0 T, H H 2.5 T, ̂ ^M 5 T 

The influence of the ohmic flux losses produced in a MFCG in an interval of time, 

can be measured by comparing the different in percentage flux lost in a generator without 

using the crowbar agains another with the crowbar. By using the crowbar, see Figure 3.2 

in Chapter III, the generator will show resistive flux losses through out the whole 

compression time. However, by testing a generator without the crowbar, see Figure 3.2 in 

Chapter III, the ohmic losses as well the intrinsic flux losses will initiate when the 
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armature reaches the first tum. Thus, the different of ohmic flux lost in that period of time 

can be determined. This kind of test can be interested to perform in those generators 

where the ohmic flux losses plays an important role. This is the case of the tapered 

armature generators like TTU X, which has shown 66% ohmic losses agains 13% 

insfrinsic flux losses showing 5 times more ohmic than intrmsic flux losses. 
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Figure 2.13 Flow graph of the A-Priory Prediction of Ohmic and hitrinsic Flux losses. 
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An a priori prediction in MFCG's performance can be carried out by combining 

both methods described before as depicted in Figure 2.13. We need to make an initial 

guess of a using the algorithm described in the T' method in order to obtain the scaling 

current and frequency of the pulse needed in the 2"** method to calculate the percentage 

intrinsic flux lost. A good initial guess of a (between 0 and 1) will reduce the time of 

computation but it is not necessary to have a priori knowledge. Good initial guesses of 

alpha can be obtained by matching the figure of merit, p, for the angular frequency, on, of 

the generator given m the p-co^XoX (4). P becomes unity for the ideal loss less case, and 

ranges between 0.6 to 0.8 for real generators, see Equation (7), where / , / , , z, , and 
o f o 

L are the initial and final current and inductance, respectively: 
f 

Infv. 
rj /^ 

/ 
J 

(j / I (̂ > 

W J J 

After the intrinsic flux lost has been calculated with the 2"** method, we compare 

the intrinsic flux losses calculated with both methods. If the 1̂ ' method shows higher 

intrinsic flux losses than the 2"** method, the value of a has to be increased and vice 

versa. This process is repeated until the difference in intrinsic flux losses between both 

methods is small enough. This a priori prediction assumes that no mtrinsic flux is 

recovered from the wire-armature body. However, TTU II and TTU IV shows a 

discrepancy of-20% between 1̂ ' and 2"̂  method, meaning that 20% of the flux is 

recovered in the conductors. In the same way, TTU X shows a discrepancy of 80% 
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between both methods, therefore up to 80% of the intrinsic flux in the conductors was 

recovered. As discussed before, this is due to the more smoothly progressing contact 

point for the shallower angle between armature and helix wire of TTU X. 

Table 2.1. Generator dunensions and results. 

Parameters 

Helix Length (mm) 

Heli.x Radius (mm) 

Armature Length (mm) 

Expansion ratio'̂  

Number of Tunis 

Wire Gauge (AWG) 

Total Time (|as) 

Time for a= \ (|as) 

a, after contact 

Mean Frequency (kHz) 

Current Gain 

Resist. Flux Lost (%) 

Intrin. Flux Lost (%) 

Total Flux Lost (%) 

TTU 11 

70 

41 

120 

2 

23 

12 

19.3 

11.3 

0.72 

57 

81 

-16 

1 -69 

1 -85 

TTU IV 

35 

14.4 

70 

1.8 

32 

22 

8.2 

4.2 

0.73 

200 

31 

-32 

-55 

-87 

TTU X ' 1 

70 

41 

120 

1.7, 1.4 

23 

12 

15 

10.9 

0.93 

255 

97 

-66 

-13 

-79 

TTU X has a tapered armature with its largest diameter at the output side (4) 
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CHAPTER III 

HELICAL MFCG FOR DRIVING A HIGH INDUCTANCE LOAD 

3.1 The Staged MFCG Exoerimental Setup 

The smallest wire pitch used for the staged MFCG was set to 1.25 mm. Following 

the relationship between the armature's expansion angle, d, and the pitch,/?, 

Afl = ^ t a n ^ , (2) 

4 

partial turn-skipping can be avoided (10) if the armature is round and centered with 

respect to the helix within Aa - 0.08 mm. We consider this required level of accuracy as 

only moderate so that we could utilize the manufacturing methods previously applied to 

our single stage, single pitch generators, which we primarily studied to gam insight in the 

basic physics of these generators (4). In brief, the helices L2, L4 followed by LI and L3, 

see Figure 3.1, are wound on a mandrel and held in place by thin layers of epoxy. We 

paid specific attention to the layer between two helices, so that air voids were ahnost 

completely avoided. 

Before removing the mandrel, we added mechanical sfrength to the MFCG by 

inserting the generator mto a PVC pipe and casting the space between generator and pipe 

with epoxy (overall thickness of outer layer - 25 mm). The seamless alummum armature, 

25 mm diameter, 2 mm wall, was partially annealed, thus ensuring proper expansion up 

to the helix diameter of 51 mm. We chose the initial generator pitch as small as 

reasonably possible in order achieve a sufficiently large dL/dt to overcome the initially 

large resistance, R{i) of L2. Starting with the lumped circuit equation for the MFCG, 
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i(,).if>+ff./(r).^+/(,)./((<)=0 (3) 
at at 

it can be easily derived that one must have 

dL{t) 
a dt 

'R{t)>\, (4) 
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Figure 3.1. Top, Schematic of the dual staged MFCG. Bottom, staged MFCG connected 
to an inductive load, LL. Storage capacitor (50 (iF) - CS, Closmg switch - SO, field coil 
for first stage - LI, Crowbar for L2 - SI, first stage coil - L2, primary of dynamic 
transformer - L3, Crowbar for L4 - S2, secondary of dynamic transformer - L4. See 
Table 3.1 for specific helix dimensions. 
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to have an instantaneous current gain > 0, cf Figure 3.4 The parameter a describes the 

intrinsic flux loss and has a typical value of - 0.8 for our small generators {0< a<\, a= 

1 means no intrinsic loss). Or even more restricting, for an instantaneous energy gain > 0 

the following has to be true, cf Figure 3.5: 

dL(t) 
(2a-I) 

dt 
l2R{t)>\ (5) 

Armature 

Figure 3.2 Second stage by itself using crowbar pin configuration. 
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Figure 3.3 Second stage by itself using crowbar disk configuration. 

Two variants of the final stage were tested, one with a simple. Teflon-insulated 

pin as crowbar, S2 as shown in Figure 3.1 and 3.2, and another with a crowbar made of a 

- 0.2 nun thin disk with a cenfral hole diameter about 4 mm larger than the armature 

diameter. Additionally, the disk had a single radial slot for avoiding induced eddy 

currents in the disk as depicted in Figure 3.3. We had successfully used this type of 

crowbar in numerous previous experiments with our smgle stage generators (6) and we 

used the same approach for the mput crowbar, SI, cf Figure 3.1 and 3.3. The load 

inductance for the second stage was fixed at 3 |iH for all shots. 
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The conditions for current and energy multiplication, cf equations (4) and (5), of 

the output stage are met during the entire operation of the output stage, L4, with crowbar 

pin configuration, see Figure 3.4. Replacing the pin with a crowbar disk causes the 

amplification condition to drop below unity for the fust 2 to 3 (is, thus more energy is 

dissipated than produced during this early phase, see Figure 3.5. This means, that from 

this point of view the crowbar disk geomefry should exhibit poorer performance, with a 

value of a - 0.8 for both configurations. 

12 

c .g 

c 
o 
O 
c g 

o 
Q. 
E 

< 

Figure 3.4. Condition for energy and current amplification for L4 in the crowbar pui 
configuration. Upper curve - Current amplification, see Equation (4); bottom curve -
Energy amplification, see Equation (5). 
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Figure 3.5 Condition for energy and current amplification for L4 in the crowbar disk 
configuration. Upper ciu^e - Current amplification, see Equation (4); bottom curve -
Energy amplification. Equation (5). 

The average dL/dt of helix L2 is - 8 Q, which is distuictly larger than the wire 

resistance of mitially - 1 Q (resistance measured at 100 kHz frequency). The helix LI is 

wound with AWG 12 magnet wire; all other helices are standard Teflon insulated copper 

wire (all wires off-the-shelf). 

We used sfranded AWG 12 for the ease of winding the wire onto the mandrel (the 

smaller wires were solid). No grooves were machined into the mandrel and the correct 

pitch was adjusted utilizing custom gages. Standard etchant was applied to the Teflon 

msulated wires before winding the helices, and the simple solder joints between the 
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helices were insulated with Teflon tape and shrink ttibing. The 3 (iH load inductance was 

wound on a non-magnetic core and placed about 150 mm away from the generator's 

output end. 

Table 3.1. MFCG helix dimensions and inductances. 

DIMENSIONS 

LI 

L2 

L3 

L4 

LL 

Wire 

2 X AWG 12 

AWG 22 
2 X AWG 12 
3 X AWG 12 
4 X AWG 12 
5 X AWG 12 

7 X AWG 12 

AWG 20 & 16 

AWG 12 

# Turns 

15 

40 
6 
3 
2 
1 

-2 .5 

30 & 3 

~9 

Inductance 

10 ̂ iH 

52 [iH 

~ 300 nH 

29^lH 

3^H 

3.2 Results and Disscussion of the Single Stage Test 

The experimental behavior of the first and second stage was observed separately 

by capacitor seeding either one of them without the other attached. These experiments 

revealed that the most efficient helix configuration for the fust stage is achieved by 

limiting the helix length of field coil LI to the fust 40 x AWG 22 ttims of L2. This 
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ensures that LI forms a voltage step-up fransformer with L2. If LI is chosen to span the 

entire length of L2, a significant amount of energy is pushed back into the capacitor seed 

current circuit, see upper curve in Figure 3.6. The output load for the first stage test was 

set to 350 nH, which is close to the inductance of field coil L3. 

30 40 
5 ^s/div 

Figure 3.6 Seed current for LI extending solely over the fust 40 tums of L2 (two lower 
curves) and covering all of L2 (upper curve). 

The first stage by itself produced an energy gam of 21 when seeded with 

8.4 kA. (7.5 kJ output energy), see Fig 3.7 and Table 3.2. 
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Table 3.2. Performance of the l" stage by itself when is seeded with 8.4 kA. 

r' stage (L2), driving 300 iiH field coil (L3) 

ls...H.fiinto 10 uH field coil 

1 ,,„„„ into 0.3 uH field coil 

dl dt 

Voltage 

Energy Seeded 

EnertiYô ,,,,,,, 

Energyoain 

OUTPUT 

222 kA 

15kA/|Lls 

4.5 kV 

352 J 

7.4 kJ 

21 

20 

10^ 

"IF 

%. 0-

-10^ 

J I I i L J 1_ 

201 • • I 
20 40 60 

5 us/div 

240 

Figure 3.7 dl/dt and current output of the first stage only, L2. Seed current was 8.4 kA 
and the energy gain was 21. 
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It should be noted that we decreased the roughly - 400 J seed energy to - 200 J 

for the staged MFCG shots as the induced voltage in the second stage at the high energy 

level could reach - 100 kV or more at the second stage, surely causing breakdown of the 

insulation. Generally, the sunple solder jouits utilized for joining the wires with varying 

pitch as well as L2 and L3 are operating close to flawless, see Figure 3.7. 

The sharp drop m dl/dt at about 38 (is signals the moment when the armature has 

wiped out the fust 40 tums (AWG 22) of the helix L2. About 12 (is earlier, the armature 

is contacting the crowbar, SI, the flux established by LI is frapped by L2, and dl/dt 

exhibits a distinct positive slope when the fust tums of L2 are wiped out. After about 

28 (IS of total runtime (at / - 61 (is in Figure 3.7), the first stage is bumed out and dl/dt 

goes negative. Comparing the performance of the two geometries of the 2"*̂  stage, with 

crowbar pin, see Figure 3.8 and Table 3.3, and with crowbar disk, see Figure 3.9 and 

Table 3.4, reveals the inferior performance of the disk design with 30% less energy gain. 

Table 3.3. Performance of the 2nd stage with pin by itself when is seeded with 25 kA. 

2"" stage PIN, driving 3 |lH inductor (LL) OUTPUT 

I,,...HPH into 0.3uH field coil 

l,,„n , into 3uH load coil 

dld t 

Voltage 

Energy Seeded 

Energyoutpui 

Enersvr.Mn 

7.5 kA 

2.2 kA/us 

6.6 kV 

93.75 J 

84.4 J 

0.9 
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30 
2 ^is/div 

Figxue 3.8. dl/dt and current output for the second stage only with crowbar pin. Seed 
current was 25 kA into the field coil L3 = 300 nH and the energy gain was 0.9. 

Table 3.4. Performance of the 2nd stage with disk by itself when is seeded with 25 kA. 

2'"' stage DISK, driving 3 (XH inductor (LL) 

L,.PHPH into 0.3uH field coil | 

I, ,,,nnt into 3|LLH load coil | 

d l d t 1 

Voltage 1 

Energyseeded 1 

Energyoutpui 1 

Energyca,,, 1 

OUTPUT 

6.12 kA 

2kA/us 

6kV 

93.75 J 

56.2J 

0.6 
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Figure 3.9 dl/dt and current output for the second stage only with crowbar disk. Seed 
current was 25 kA mto the field coil L3 = 300 nH and the energy gain was 0.6. 

Starting with the fiindamental circuit equation for the second stage, we quantified 

the contributions of mtrinsic and ohmic flux losses to the combined loss (11), see figures 

3.10 and 3.12. This approach requires as input the time-dependent inductance, L(t), and 

resistance, R(t), which we calculated using a 3D eddy current solver accounting for 

magnetic field diffusion and proximity effects. 

Approximately 10% of flux is lost due to ohmic heating at the tune of contact 

with the first tum of the crowbar disk design. Figure 3.11, compared to the crowbar pin, 

that has no losses at the same point, 0 (is in Figure 3.10, ending with 26% and 18% of 

flux lost due to ohmic heatmg, respectively at 12.7|is and 7.3(is. 
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Since both crowbar disk and pin configuration have the same L(t) and R(t) for 

times after the armature contacts the first tum, the infrinsic flux losses are very similar in 

both cases with 29% and 31% lost respectively. Figures 3.10 and 3.11. This is mainly due 

to the infrinsic loss being considered small while the armature is sliduig along the 

crowbar disk (11). 

Figure 3.10 Flux loss for the second stage MFCG into a 3 îH load with crowbar pin. The 
crowbar pm connects the second stage with the armattire at the first ttun at O îs. 
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Figure 3.11 Flux loss for the second stage into a 3 (iH load with crowbar disk. The 
armature takes - 5.4 (is to expand from initial crowbar to the fust tum. 

Nevertheless, the experimental performance for the two geometries differs more 

than we can explain with our simple calculations. We believe that the reason for this is 

the heavy insulation of the crowbar disk as it is necessary to prevent early breakdown 

between crowbar and armature. Some of the energy will be lost into breaking down the 

msulation as the armature is sliding along the insulated crowbar disk. It should be noted 

that the secondary winding L4 of the voltage step-up transformer formed by L3-L4 is 

open circuited before crowbar, thus generatmg a high voltage sfress between the crowbar 

and the armature. 
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As desired, the energy gain, Gp, of the first stage is relatively large, whereas stage 

2 serves as voltage step-up with Gf- 1. The calculated pin the secondary was 0.670 and 

0.675 for crowbar disk and pin, respectively, which is as expected larger than 0.5 since 

we have to compensate for approximately 30% coupling losses between L3 and L4. 

While the first stage behaves more like a conventional MFCG with high current and 

energy gains, the second stage exhibits small current amplifications of- 5 and 

comparatively small experimental flux losses of- 50%, mainly due to the large load 

inductance driven. The effect of the large load, 3(iH, connected to stage 2 is manifested 

in the current waveforms outputs in Figures 3.8, 3.9 and 3.12, which exhibits a large L/R 

time constant after generator bum out. In contrast, stage 1 in Figure 3.7 shows a much 

smaller L/R constant (faster ciurent decay), with the 300 nH load, which corresponds to 

the field coil L3 of the stage 2. 

The crowbar pin configuration shown in Figure 3.2 and 3.4 has the disadvantage 

that at time 0 (is the secondary winding has aheady lost - 40% of its volume for 

compression. Thus, as can be seen in equation (1), the potential current and energy 

amplification is relatively lower than the crowbar disk design since the initial inductance 

is 75% smaller than the crowbar disk at the switching time 0 (is. However, crowbar disk 

configuration, see Figure 3.3, shows an abmpt drop in current and energy amplification at 

5.4 (IS, see Figure 3.5. This drop is not visible ui Figure 3.4 with crowbar pin, since the 

armature makes contact to the first tum at t = 0 (is. Only at the moment of contact 

between armature and first tum, the flux loss parameter is assumed to drop from a = 1 

(no infrmsic loss) to flf - 0.8, see Eq. 1, thus accounting for the increased flux loss 
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throughout armatiue-helix contact. In addition, for the crowbar disk neither the current 

nor the energy is amplified in the first 2.6 (is and 3.2 (is, respectively, until the conditions 

for amplification from equations (2) and (3) are met. 

The same problem arises in the first stage, which was hence designed with a high 

initial inductance and small pitch, 40 x AWG 22 tums of L2, to achieve a high dL/dt even 

during the beginnings of generator operation. After these initial 40 tums, the pitch is 

increased to maintain the current density and avoid excessive induced voltages 

throughout the compression time that might lead to breakdown. 

One more disadvantage for using a crowbar disk as S2, cf Figure 3.1, is that the 

staged MFCG becomes physically longer and more difficult to align. Most of the 

generators using the crowbar disk configuration have shown clocking problems due to 

misalignment, exhibiting inferior performance compared to the crowbar pin design. We 

chose the crowbar pin for our most successful staged MFCG design, a decision that was 

primarily based on the lower gain and the overall higher complexity of the crowbar disk, 

see Table 3.5. 

Table 3.5. Conditions for amplification of current and energy 

AMPLIFICATION 
fONnJTIONS 

Current Amplificafion 

Energy Amplificafion 

Overall Gain 

^ = [xr 
^A%] 

ip -1 

Instantaneous Gain > 1: 

a 
dL{t) 

dt 

( 2 « - l ) -

/ / ? ( / ) = ! 

dL{t) 
dt 

/ 2 / ? ( / ) = l 
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3.3 Results and Disscussion of the Dual Stage Test 

Based on the performance of the two stages separately, one might expect the 

overall energy gain of the complete generator being close to the product of the individual 

gains - 18. However, we consider this as the maximum gain, since, as mentioned earlier, 

coupling due to the mutual inductance between stages can cause a smaller, 50%, overall 

gain (9). Hence, the energy gain for the staged MFCG was expected to be in the range 

from 9 to 18. We observed experimentally an energy gain of 13 for the complete staged 

generator, see Figure 3.12, which is only about 30% lower than the maximum expected 

gain. The only change from the single stage tests was the - 0.1 mm thicker Teflon 

insulation of the helix L3 that became necessary to avoid breakdown between the helices 

as well as between helix and armature at higher voltage levels (In the single-stage tests, 

PVC msulated wue was used). 

The voltage gain for the staged generator from stage 1 to stage 2 is about 14, 

effectively stepping up the voltage from 1 kV to 14 kV in the second stage. Of course, 

higher seed currents will lead to higher output energy and higher output voltage. As long 

as the wire is not excessively heated by the current flow, the energy gain and the voltage 

gain will exhibit only little decrease. So far, we achieved a maximum output energy of 

3,000 J and an output voltage of 42 kV with the complete staged generator running into a 

3 (iH load. Figure 3.12 shows a current output of 15.2kA into a 3(iH load. The initial 

current supplied was 2.3kA into a - 10 (iH seed coil, LI, meaning that the overall final 

flux of the dual stage generator, 0.05 Wb, is twice the initial flux, 0.023 Wb, havuig an 

energy gain of-13, see Table 3.6 and Figure 3.12. 
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Table 3.6. Performance of the Complete MFCG when was seeded with 2.3 kA. 

Complete MFCG driving 3 |LlH inductor (LL) OUTPUT 

Is...I.H into 10 uH field coil 

1 ,,,,(into 3uH load coil 

dl dl 

Voltage 

Energy, 

Enertzv, 

2.3 kA 

15.2 kA 

4.6 kAJns 

13.8 kV 

26.5 J 

344 J 

13 

4-

^ 3H 
< 

• D 

J 1 1 1 , I 

1-

M— fCXS6l^£^it^tiS£i^liCm —i^ i^^MO^-

70 80 
2 us/div 

Figure 3.12 dl/dt and current output for the complete 2 stage MFCG into a 3 (iH load. 
Seed current was 2.3 kA and the overall energy gain was 13. 
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Figure 3.13 shows the magnetic flux density distribution during the compression 

of the second stage when the armattue reaches the helix. As this figure illustrates, the 

highest flux is produced at the contact point between the armattire and the secondary 

winding where most of the intrinsic flux is lost. The magnitude of the magnetic flux 

density close to the secondary helix inside wall is 4 to 6 times larger at the contact point 

than at locations were the armature has expanded little (12). 

Figure 3.13 Magnetic flux density at 100 kHz with lOkA current. The primary and 
secondary have 34 tums and 2.5 tums, respectively. The magnetic flux in the conductors 
is not shown. 
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While we have calculated the energy gain from the experiment using the final 

magnetic energy and the initial magnetic energy, it should be mentioned that the demand 

on prime energy could be considerably higher than the initial magnetic energy. 

Specifically, the ohmic resistance in the capacitor-inductor seed current cucuit leads to 

non-negligible losses in the fransfer from electric field energy in the capacitor to the seed 

current coil's magnetic field energy. Depending on the design, as much as 50% of the 

initial stored energy in the capacitor is lost. As a general mle, the capacitance should be 

chosen as small as possible and the charging voltage as large as possible. Of course there 

are limits to this as elecfrical breakdown between crowbar SI and armature becomes an 

issue due to the voltage step-up between LI and L2 if the charging voltage of the seed 

capacitor becomes too large. The use of SFe was needed to avoid voltage-induced 

breakdown when stage 2 is switched. The energy loss from CS to LI for our staged 

generator was about 25%, resulting in an effective energy gain of-10 from stored energy 

m the capacitor to output magnetic field energy; a result that is comparable to MFCGs 

with somewhat larger working diameters (9). 

Table 3.7 Performance of the 1'* and 2 stages tested separatetiy and together in 3 (iH. 
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Tables 3.7 and 3.8 show the overall performance for the 1*' and 2"̂  stages of the dual 

MFCG tested both separately and together for the different configurations with crowbar 

disk and pin. 

Table 3.8 Maximum performance achieved of the dual MFCG (1^' and 2" stages 
together) and 1*' stage by itself in 3(iH load. 

PERFORMANCE ACHIEVED OUTPUT 

Output achicNcd of complete MFCG with PIN into 3 (iH 

for Is 6.8 kA 

Output energy achioed of complete MFCG with 

Energy Seeded: 23IJ into 10 (iH 

Energy gain of the Complete dual MFCG into 3 (iH 

Energy gain of the T' stage by itself into -0.3 (iH field coil 

13.8 kA/(is, 42 kV, 

loutput- 45 kA, 

Energyoutput: 

3 k J 

Energycain complete '• 

13 

E n e r g y Gain First Stage • 

21 
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CHAPTER rV 

COMPACT FCG DRIVEN INDUCTIVE ENERGY STORAGE SYSTEM 

4.1 Infroduction 

Experiments on the performance of dual stage MFCGs with respect to utilizing 

them as driver for inductive energy storage with fuse open switch were carried out in the 

90s, e.g. (9), or more recently (13). The present results demonstrate the amplification of 

the voltage applied to a resistive type load using an inductive energy storage system and 

explodmg wue fuse as a final switching stage. The fuse will commutate the energy stored 

in the inductor mto the load, see fig 4.10. In general, the load has a much higher 

unpedance than the fiise, as a resuh the voltage across the load will be amplified. We 

obtained with the present system, cf Figure 4.1,45 kA max. current amplitude uito a 3 

(iH storage inductor, which should produce an output voltage of- 300 kV into a 12 Q 

load with optimized ftise. The system performance based on experimental and simulated 

current/voltage waveforms and the physical limits of the relatively compact MFCG are 

discussed. Details of the voltage/current diagnostics as well as the design of the dual-

stage generator and inductive energy storage system are presented in this chapter of the 

dissertation. With ongoing optimization, a factor of two increase is expected in output 

current amplitude generated by the MFCG. It should be noted that the seed energy could 

be mcreased for the staged MFCG as the induced voltage in the second stage at the high 

energy level can reach more than 50 kV before resulting in breakdown of the msulation. 

This will increase the current that the MFCG supplies to the exploding wire fiise. 
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resulting in an output voltage range from lOOkV to 300kV for 26 J to 230 J seed energy 

respectively, using the setup and geomefries described in this dissertation. 

4.2 Experimental Setup of the Exploding Wire Fuse. 

Figure 4.1,4.3 and 4.4 show the experimental setup of the exploding wire fuse 

used as the power conditioning system between the MFCG and the load. The system 

consists of a dual stage MFCG (9), (13) with 250 mm length and 51 mm inner helix 

diameter, able to produce an output voltage from 100 kV to 300 kV into a 12-15 Q ohmic 

load when 15-45 kA are supplied to the energy storage inductor of 3 (iH using an 

exploding wire-opening switch with 4-16 silver parallel wires of 125 (im cross-section 

and 14 cm length. The same fiise length and wire type were used in all the experiments 

and simulations. 

Figure 4.1. Experimental Settip of the MFCG with the FOS. Left, MFCG (250 mm long). 
Right, FOS with load. 
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Figure 4.2. Experimental setup of fuse opening switch (placed inside the cylinder 
embedded in quartz sand) with four parallel load resistors, storage inductor, and spark 
gap (at right side). 

R LOAD 

Figure 4.3. Left, MFCG (250 mm long). Right, storage inductor, opening switch and load 
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FLUX 
CONSERVATION = 0.8 

L_STORAGE R_STOR,\GE SPARK_GAP 
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Compression 
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3 uH 0.035 Ohm 

i/H> V COMPRESSION 

FUSE 

R_LOAD > 
12 Ohm I 

C 
L_PARASITIcC 

200 nH(^ 

I 

Figure 4.4. Pspice schematic of the MFCG with Openmg Explodmg Wire Switch. 

The self break voltage of the spark gap used as closing switch was previously 

adjusted to close at the moment when the peak current is reached and the exploding wire 

fuse is opening. The enclosure of the spark-gap as well the MFCG were filled with SF^. 

The fiise wires were embedded in very fme quartz sand used for sandblasting (Potters 

Industries, Valley Forge, PA, 2W580), which works as the quenching medium. Since the 

load was connected parallel to the fuse, it was buih out of four parallel branches to reduce 

the parasitic mductance. To analyze the performance of the system, we measured the 

three different currents of the system, which are MFCG output, fuse, and load currents. In 

addition, we also measured the output load voltage across to the load. For this purpose, 

we used homemade voltage dividers made with HVR ceramic resistors, model CI320A 7, 

connected m series with a value of 3.9 kD capable to hold up to -18 kV each, with a total 

resistance of 27.3 kO. The shunt resistor of the divider had a value of 50 Q.. It was 

connected to the 27.3 kO and parallel to the 50 Q. input of the oscilloscope, resulting in a 

divider ratio of 1:1080. The data was caphued with HP-hifmium digital storage 

oscilloscopes with a maximum sampling ratmg of 2 Gs/s. 
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4.3 Exploding wire fuse calculations using a dual staged MFCG generator as the source 

In the ideal case, the fuse will take no energy commutating the current 

instantaneously from the inductor to the load and it will open at the peak current stored at 

the 3(iH mductor. However, the fuse absorbs a considerable amount of energy during the 

heating explosion and tum off phases (15). To find the optimal parameters of the fuse, 

first we need to know the expected amount of current produced by the generator. In this 

way we can calculate the required cross sectional area of the fuse, as well the maximum 

voltage expected at the output load, which will determine the minimum length required to 

avoid breakdown or resfrike in the opening phase. The cross sectional area is very critical 

because if the total cross section of the wues is too big, the fuse will open after the peak 

current is reached in the inductor (underdriven fiise) or in the exfreme case it will not 

open at all. If it is too small, the flise will open too early (overdriven ftise), therefore not 

all the available energy will be stored in the mductor. The more individual parallel wires 

are used for a given cross sectional area, the easiest will be to uitermpt the current (15). 

For this reason we used very thin wires with 125 (im diameter that is still sufficiently 

sfrong to be easily handled. To increase the switching speed, it is very important to 

choose a material that shows a high rate of change in resistance for a small uicrement of 

energy. This ratio should be as high as possible to yield the fastest switch. Gold shows 

the highest value for this ratio followed by silver. The foUowmg equations can be used to 

calculate the optunal length and cross sectional area for the opening wire fuse (15). Using 

silver wire of 125(im of cross section and a expected seed current supplied by the MFCG 

of 15kA with a pulse width of 7.5(is into the 3 (iH inductor, the calculations yield a 
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minimum length of 140 mm with 4 to 5 wires as it is shown in the next MathCAD output 

where a is the area factor and p the length factor for silver material. Due to the 

compactness concem we want to design a fuse as short as possible, where the material 

properties as well the quenching medium used, play an important role to avoid restrikes. 

EXPLODING WIRE CALCULATIONS FOR THE MFCG STAGED GENERATOR 

^ := 10 " t^:= 7.5^s Ipinal := 15kA L^ystem := 3.5tiH v := 63% 

FOR SILVER MATERIAL a and |3 are: Ann 

o:=3.3 10" .9 m 3 » s 
2.5 

A-y/s 
p : = 5 1 0 A 

kgm *eq •" - 1 dt teq=1.334^•s 

2 
F"secross_Section '•= Ox/i^Ipinal F»»secross_Section = 0.057nun 

vpLsystem'Final ^ ,^ 
FussLength := n= F"seLength = l^cm 

eq 

Wirecross_Section •= ̂  (iZStitn) Wirecross_Section = 0.012 mm 

F"s^Cross_Section 

Numberwires-wirecross'section Numberwires = 5 

trim : Time of pulse duration of the MFCG 

Ipinal : Maximum current supplied by the MFCG 

l-system : Storage inductor size 

Coefficient of energy transfered 

Maximum current action of the material 

Intrinsic coefficient of the material used to calculate the minimum fuse length 

eq : Equivalent time integral of the current supplied by the MFCG 

FusecrossSection : Total cross section of the fuse wires 

FuseLength ; Total length of the fuse wires 

Number^ijes : Total number of wires of the fuse 
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In some cases the choice of the material also depends on the type of energy source 

used, which might require fuses with large cross sectional areas, meaning small a, and 

very short lengths, obtained with large P values. In other cases, compactness might be the 

concem and might required a material with large a and small p. (15). 

4.4 Experimental and Calculated Resuhs. 

Using simple mathematic equations and empuical fuse material parameters (16), 

(17) we built a P-Spice model that accurately predicts the dl/dt's, currents and load 

voltages of the system described above, see figs 1 and 2. 

Voltage Controlled Inductor: 
VL = Compression * [ L ( t ) ' dl/dt + Alpha' l(t) * dUdt ] + l ( t ) " R(t) 2nd_stage_Reslstance 

tClose=0 

HI 

ABM1 Differentiator 

DDT(V(%IN))* 

@L_ref' 
@Flux_Conseivation 

•STP(nME-50ns) 

®: 

Compression 

Q> {. 

I'R 
^ ^ < ^ > 

^ _ ^ W p h a ; ; d L ^ ^ y Aipha'rdL_dt 

GAIN=1 

El 

Compression 
< x ) ^ •dl dt 

G1 

INI* ojr* 

ESUM 
IW+ OUT- <ZE> 

L rerdl dt 

^ 

GAIN=1 

L_ref 

VALUE={@L_ref} 

IC={@Uni} 

Figure 4.5. Pspice schematic of the dynamic MFCG with voltage conttolled mductor. 
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To model a dynamically changing MFCG source, the time varying inductance, 

L(t), and resistance, R(t), of the MFCG are required in order to calculate the differential 

voltage m eq. 1 (14). This model senses the ciurent that is fed back from the circuit and 

calculates the differential voltages at every time interval. The seed current, I(t), in eq.l 

can be initially set to the desired current amplitude. MFCG flux losses were scaled by 

a going from 1, no losses at all, to 0 where all the flux is lost (13), (14). Although 

a changes throughout the compression time, we assumed an average value, typically -

0.8. The resistivity of the fuse as a function of the current action integral, or deposited 

energy was modeled by two simple equations (15). 

I{t)a{t)~L{t) + L{t)~I{t) + I{t)R{t) = (i (1) K = i , ^"""'""' 
dt dt \fuse^ 

(2) 
cross-area J 

P{h) = Po l + P U^ 
KKJ 

( 

(3) P{h) = A P + e^ "' > 

\ 

(4) 

Model for Exploding Wire Fuse 

SDT(Pwr(V(%ln) 

/ 

@TotalCMILs,2)) 

DenAct RhoR 

EXP1 =IF(V(%!n)<@BlowLimCu, 

EXP2=1 +@Beta'Pwr(V(%ln)/@BlovirLimCu,4.5). 

EXP3=@Beta+«xp(@Gamma*(V(%ln)-@BlowLimCu)/@BlowLlmCu)) 

L fuse 

Current 

{@R_Fuse) 

H sense 

•I 
© { -<M> 

GAIN=1.0 

Figure 4.6. Schematic of the Exploding Wire Switch Model. 
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he is the blow limit that depend on the peak current density of the material 

calculated from eq. 2 up to the explosion of the wire (15), (17). This limit separates the 

heating/mehing phase given in eq. 3 from the vaporization phase given in eq. 4 when the 

acttial current action, h, that flows through the ftise is h> he. po is the resistivity of the 

material at room temperattue. yff indicates how fast the resistivity rises for a given 

material. Kand yaie used to model the resistivity during the heating/mehing phase and 

vaporization phase respectively (15). Typical values of/î do'Vs/m"*), p, yand icfor 

alummum are 0.59, 19, 85, 2.3, copper 1.6,23.9,118, 2.3, and silver 1.03, 36,100,4.5, 

respectively (16), (17). The spark gap was modeled by exponential resistance decay or 

different resistance slopes without noticeable differences between them, suice the most of 

the energy is fransferred during the first 10% of the decay time (18). 

Spark Gap Circuit with R(t) slope: 
Time HokH 

Hold Out 

Tnggerl 

Out 

Spark Gap Res1 

Time IF{V(%Trig)<:0 5, @R_Open. 

lF{@R_Open*C1-(Time-VC%rime))/@T_Close)>@R_Closed, 

OUT 

@R_Open*{1-(rime-V{%Time)V@T_Close),@R_Closed)) 

Trig 

<:z> 

ThreshokH@Voia9e} 

Figure 4.7. Pspice schematic of the spark gap model with linear R(t) decay. 

The simulated load voltage shape shown in Figure 4.9 matches accurately the 

experunental one after calibration of the voltage divider, as well the simulated fiise dl/dt 

shown m fig 4.8, which is also m good agreement with the experunental data, thus 

validating our simulated results. 
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Figure 4.8. Experimental and sunulated dl/dt's waveforms. 
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Figure 4.9. Experimental and simulated load voltage waveforms. 
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The step shown in Figure 4.8 at 66.4(xs corresponds to the change of the current in 

Figure 4.10 at ~5|j,s, which is due to the abmpt change of the inductance values 

introduced in the Pspice model. This step can be smothered by introducing a more 

accurate L(t) shape, since we only used 10 pomts throught out the compression tune, to 

define the inductance change of the MFCG used in equation 1. 

We have presently achieved 130 kV into a 15 Q load, when 45 kA was supplied 

mto 3 p,H. As depicted in fig 1, by the use of proper fuse parameters we expect to achieve 

300 kV mto 12-15 Q, with 45 kA into 3 |iH from the MFCG, see figs. 4.10. 

50 

40-

30-

^20H 

-20H 

-30 

Grey: Generator̂  
Black: Fuse 

Load 
Voltage 

Load Current 

-0.4 

- 0 ^ 

- | 1 — I 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 r-

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
0.2ns/div 

-0.5 

0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 

Figure 4.10. Left axis simulated MFCG fuse and load currents. Right axis load voltage. 
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Efficiency and energy transfer as well output voltage is depicted in Figure 4.11 

for 45 kA and constant input energy of 3 kJ supplied by the MFCG into 3 |iH for a linear 

increase of the resistive load and 15 silver wires of 125 |im. This linear increase ui load 

yields to a decrease in transferred energy and current, max of-70% into 12 Q load, and 

to an increase of output voltage, see fig 4.11. Different fuse materials show increase-

decrease closer to exponential, than to linear, see Figure 4.11, due its resistivity change, 

specially when small loads are used. 
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Figure 4.11. Transferred energy, current and load voltage with fc for silver with 3 kJ 
maximum stored energy m the storage inductor. 
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION 

We have presented a detailed description of a method to quantify intrinsic flux 

and ohmic flux losses produced in helical MFCGs, as well as a method to separately 

estunate the intrinsic flux loss employing numerical calculation of the magnetic flux of a 

simplified contact point geomefry. Constant diameter MFCGs reveal more intrinsic than 

ohmic losses (69% compared to 16%, respectively), while an MFCG with the same stator 

dunensions and tapered armature exhibits less intrinsic and more ohmic flux losses (13% 

compared to 66%, respectively), with a higher overall efficiency. We have made the 

cormection between a smaller infrinsic flux loss with the more smoothly progression of 

the contact pomt for shallower angles between armature and helix m azimuthal direction. 

The numerical calculations of the flux inside the conductive material have shown to be 

comparable m percentage with the intrinsic flux loss produced in our simple, smgle-pitch 

MFCGs. Hence, the assumption of all flux m the conductors bemg lost provides a worst 

case estunate for the intrinsic flux loss and allows a tme prediction of muiunum 

performance of MFCGs. This a priori prediction in MFCG's performance can be 

computed by combining the two described numerical methods, without the need of prior 

knowledge of experunental resuUs, being able to predict the infrinsic and ohmic flux 

losses that a generator will exhibit. 

We have also presented the detailed mechanical design of a staged magnetic flux 

compression generator, MFCG, utilizing magnetic flux trapping. The dual stage 

performance as well as the performance of the smgle stages separately have been 
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discussed. The 250 mm long (51 mm helix diameter) MFCG has an energy gain of 13 

mto a 3 ̂ H load at an output energy of 1.5 kJ. Mostly due to the muttial inductance 

between the stages, the gain of the overall generator is about 30 % lower than the gain 

produced by the individually tested stages. 

Finally, we have described the conditioning of the MFCG with an exploding wue 

fuse. The circuit model described has been validated experimentally showing 

experimental and simulated data proving that the amplification of the voltage can be 

carried out with the used of the opening switch. Detailed electrical design of the 

exploding wfre fuse utilizing a muUistage MFCG as a source has been presented. We 

aheady have achieved 130 kV mto a 15 Q load using a 3 p,H storage mductor. By 

supplying 15-45 kA from the MFCG we expect at least a voltage range from 100 kV to 

300 kV into a 12 O load, using 3 p.H. Load voltages of 300 kV can be achieved using this 

approach and can be used as a source for the generation of High Power Microwaves. For 

a 12 Q or lesser ohmic load, it will be difficult to generate more than 300 kV with this 

generator size smce its output current amplitude is due to intemal breakdown limited to 

about 45 kA. More voltage would make either a larger generator with an inherently better 

figure of merit necessary or a larger ohmic load, which, however, will transfer less 

energy. 
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APPENDIX A 

oiven: 
S Reference:C:\Documents and Settings\Jhemandez\My Documents\Dissertation\MATHCAD\constants&programs.mcd 

Aluminum: 0-4: 

PA1:=2.703-SI1 p C 4 : = 1 . 5 2 - ^ DC4:= 8.37-!^ b = 3 5 

Mass of aluminum: 

e(rf,ro,xJ := atari 

r"- r 
Vmetal(M.>'2.r,o.roo.ei.e2) := t{(roo + xtan(e2)f - (rjo + xtan(ei)f Jdx 

" I 

MA](XI ,X2,r,o,roo,ei ,62) := pAlVme,al(x, ,X2,r,o,roo,ei,e2) 

Mass of charge: 

Vchargd(xi,X2,r,o,ei):= 7t[r,o+(x)tan(ei)] dx 

Mc4(xi,)2.no.ei) := pC4Vchargd(xi,x2,r,o,ei) 

Gumev equations: 

E:=^-^^ V2E = 2.391x10^^ 
2 s 

v(xi,X2,rio,foo.6l,e2) •.= yf^-
'MAi(xi,X2,rio,roo,ei,e2) 2^ 

^ Mc4(xi,X2,rio,ei 

Definition of terms: 

r „ = initial diameter of inner wall 

r, = final diameter of inner wall 

r̂Q = initial diameter of outer wall 

r̂ f = final diameter of outer wall 

X = length of anmature in mm 

tg = time of detonation front to armature 

HID = helix inner diameter 

AX = armature step thickness 

n = number of steps (blocks) through armature 

r., = inner wall initial diameter + remaining 

distance to inner wall at current step thickness 

tf, = time of current block to helix 

D = detonation velocity 

a.| = inner wall angle 

0(2 = outer wall angle 

Expansion ratios known to work: 

89 3min 
xn := = 1.284iTun xn = 2.336 

38.1 xn 

66 2nim 
xn := = 1.155mm xr) = 1.732 

38.1 X12 
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Program to determine arrival time of armature to helix: 

AT(r,o.rif,roo,rof,x,n,HID,D) := ai <- e(rif,rio,x) 

a2«-e(rof.roo.x) 

X 

Ax< 
n 
turn 

At < 
Nt 

X| <— 0-mm 

X2 <— Ax 

for i e 0, l..n 

Inside*- rio+ iAxtan(ai) 

routside <- foo + iAxtan(a2) 

MATRIX. „ <-1,0 
ôutside 

mm 

'^ATRIXi^N.,,^-

( i - l ) A x + — 
2 

-i2 

+ (insidej 

MATRIX. 

MATRIX 

(v(xi,X2,rio.roo.ai,a2)At) 

Nt+2 

i, Nt+3 

XI <-X2 

X2 <— X2 + Ax 

for i e 0,1.. n 

for j e 1,2.. Nt 

J 
• trun-

Nt 

MATRIX. 
'.J 

MATRIX 

lAx 

mm 

MATRIX. „ if 1,0 
H < MATRIX 

i,Nt+l 

(Dt.) 

MATRK.^^, + MATRIX. ,,,^2 '̂  " ^ ^ ^^^TRIX.^,^, 

•^^ if MATRIX. . , + MATRIX. ... , > - ^ 
2mm '-J-' ''Nt+2 2nim 
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HelixID:=81mm 

1n_i '•= 17.12Snm 

HelixID=3.189in 

fout_i-rin_i = 0.103in 

initial thickness: 

'i'— routj ~ Hn i 

tj = 2.625mm 

HelixLength := 120.6Snm HelixLength = 120.65mm 

rout_i := 19.7aiim ri„ f := 27.77Siim tout f := 29.4nm 

.15in = 3.81mm rjnj = 27.775mm routf = 29.4mm 

foutj - Hn f = 0.064in 

final thickness: 

'f := rout_f - nn f 

tf = 1.625mm 

Armature_new :=AT(rinj,rin_f.routj,rout_f,HelixLength, N,HelixlQDC4) 

Annature new 

Annaturc_ncw 

ooo 
Armaturenew 
OOO 
Annature new 

Amiature_new 
OOO 
Amiature new 

<0.87N^ 

Tcontact :=0.585(l8.68Ms) 

T_final_tum :=0.803(l8.68ns) 

Lengthfinaltum :=73.21mm+4.47mm 

|N=12() |Nt = 100(> Itrun = 15 ( 

40 

Tcontact = 

T_final_tum 

Tfmaltiirn 

60 

Annature 

10.928(18 

= ISjls 

- Tcontact 

Tswap := Tfinaltum -

Length_final 

80 
<Nt+3> _new 

= 4.072ns 

Tcontact 

turn = 77.68mm 

140 

TTUX |T contact = 10.928MS| |T_final_tum = ISnJ |T_swap = 4.072MJ [trun = \5\i^ 

JArmatureJengthoutcrowbar ;= 4.47m4|Length_final_tum = 77.68mnJ 
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Amiature new = 

Annature new 
(60> 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

S 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

19.75 

19 83 

19.911 

19,991 

20 072 

20.152 

20.233 

20.313 

20.393 

20474 

20.554 

20 635 

20 715 

20.795 

20.876 

20 956 

0 

19 75 

1983 

19911 

19 991 

20.072 

20 152 

20.233 

20.313 

20.393 

20 474 

20.554 

20.635 

20 715 

20.795 

20876 

20.956 

<2rf 

<7rf 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

19 75 

1983 

19.911 

19 991 

20.072 

20152 

20 233 

20 313 

20 393 

20 474 

20.554 

20.635 

20715 

20 70S 

20876 

20 956 

0 

19 75 

19 83 

19-911 

19 991 

20,072 

20152 

20 233 

20 313 

20 393 

20,474 

20,554 

20,635 

20 715 

20,795 

20 676 

20,956 

(30) 

Armature new 
<80> 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

19,76 

1983 

19,911 

19,991 

20,072 

20 152 

20 233 

20313 

20,393 

20,474 

20,554 

20635 

20715 

20,795 

20876 

20,956 

0 

19,75 

19-83 

19,911 

19991 

20,072 

20,152 

20,233 

20,313 

20,393 

20,474 

20,554 

20,635 

20 715 

20,795 

20,876 

20,956 

(40> 

(90>. 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

16 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

19,75 

1983 

19.911 

19991 

20,072 

20,152 

20,233 

20,313 

20,393 

20 474 

20,554 

20,635 

20,715 

20,795 

20,876 

20,956 

0 

19,75 

19,83 

19,911 

19,991 

20.072 

20,152 

20,233 

20,313 

20,393 

20,474 

20,554 

20,635 

20.715 

20,795 

20,876 

20,956 

<50> 

Armature new 
<10()) 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

1975 

19,83 

19911 

19,991 

20072 

20,152 

20,233 

20,313 

20,393 

20,474 

20 554 

20,635 

20715 

20,795 

20,876 

20,956 

0 

19,75 

19,83 

19-911 

19991 

20,072 

20,152 

20.233 

20,313 

20,393 

20,474 

20,554 

20,635 

20715 

20,795 

20,876 

20,956 

TTU X Generator 

Armaturc^new 

Armaiure new 

Annature new 

Armature new 30 

. <0.6-Ni) 
Arniaturc_ncw 

= e-e 
i? . (0.5Nl> 
i Armatiire_Qew 25 

Aniiaturc_ncw 

Armattire new 

Annaturc_new 

<0.4-Nl) 
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xr_check(xn;,t(,ri,r2,HID) := cutoff < 
Xlc 

for i e 0, l..rows(ri) - 1 

HID 

xinew ' 

Out. *-
I 

Out. <-

r2 
I 

n -ri. r2 -ri^ 

if — '• > cutoff 
x%ew ^^ew 

1 otherwise 

Out 

Aniiature_new ,̂ . \is - Annature_new . \is = 9.642ns 

Check := xr_check(xi2, 2mm, Armature_new rma, Armature_new mm, Helixic) 

40 " '"• ' '^"g"'^ 4.022mm 

«1 :=0(rinf,ru,_i, HelixLength) 

a2 := e(rout_f,rout_i,HelixLength) 

outer := 
tan(a2) 

nn f 

tan 

rout i = 0.778in 

:«.) 
= 0.674in 

1.3in 

tan(a2) 

Gumev Angle: 

= 16.253in 

a i = 5.045deg 

0 2 = 4.573deg 

outer = 14.472in 

iimer = 12.388in 

HelixLength = 4.75in 

i :=0 ,1 . .9 

a i 2=10.089deg 

a2-2 = 9.146deg 

routJ = 1157in 

tjn f=1.094in 
Check: 

0 

1 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 

11 

12 

13 

14 

15 

0 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 

1-103 
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APPENDIX B 
TTUX 

u:=10 ^ mili:=10 ^ 

^̂ o'̂ Length '•= 70n^|pitch := 3mn|jdarmat̂ re •= "^^^^stator == ^̂ mnĴ Q := 4-Ji-10 ^ 
- 7 ohm- s 

m u-s 

ExpansioriRa^o := • •̂ stator 

armattire 
Expansion ̂ gjJQ = 1.673 

Coil 
Turns 

Length 

pitch 
Tums = 23.333 

( ' 2 V stator "armature 0 Inductance :=LinTums -T: 
" ^CoilLength 

Volum^nside :=-J{E'q>ansionRatio^ " O'^armature CoilLength 

Inductance =33.185 .̂1^ 

Volum^ngidg = 237.66ftnl 

{o:=2-it—— • I 
Inductance 

^ J Volum^nside 

^ "stator _ 
WireLength-=2't ^ T u m s 

CoiVri^,:=4.072i-s 

WircLength = 6.011m 

Coih-ime=4072us 

%itial :=0.31ii-

Fl"^<mm~2-6 

%inal==0002nj 
223-kHz 
100 kHz 

with, l = 10kAat158khz 

df dt := 
(F'"^mriW'reLength) 

Co%ime 

Fl'iVire == F'̂ ^nm'W'̂ ^Length 

df dt=3.838x 10 .3u-Wb 

us 

Flux,,^je=0.016Wb 

^•'•^Flux Lost--
df dt-(0.24A-s) 

lOcA 
WireFiuxLost = 0092Wb 

Initialpiux- 10kA-20.46aiH Initialpiyx=0-205Wb 

^''"^Flux_Lost 
PercentageLost_WIRE •= ^^^^^^'^^ 

Experimenta^^ost_TTUX :=48-8% 

Experimentalist XTUX 

Percentage Los, ^ I R E = 45.003»/< 

Experimenta^^ost TTUX = ^^•^'''^' 

C : = -
Percentage Lost WIRE 
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TTU 1.5 

<^°»'Lengthj=^" pitch := 3mn d armature := 38mn d„,_tn, := 82m; stator 
nn|jj.Q:=4-7tlO 

- 7 ohms 

m 
v , : = 8 mrr 

Expansionj^atio := • 
^stator 

•^armature 
Expansionj^tJQ = 2.158 

Coil, 
Tums :=• 

'Length 

pitch 
(. 2 2 

2 V stator amiature 
Inductance :=jiQTums -n— 

Tums = 23.333 

') 
4Coil 'Length 

Inductance = 40.53 l̂ ll̂  

Volumeinside:=-{E''PansionRatio - ijdamiature Co'iength Volumeinside= 290.283ml 

(o:=2n—=- I 
JH4 

Inductance 

^0 J Vol^^nside 

^stator ^ 
W i r e L e n g t h - = 2 " - ^ — T u m s 

CoiVrin,e:=801u-s 

RT„;*;„, :=0.21£2 

WireLength= 6.011m 

Coitrime=8-0^"-^ 

RFinal==0002" 
I 57-kHz 

4 lOOkHz 

mm 
with, l = 10kAat62khz 

df dt := 
(F'u^nm-W^^^Length) 

Coiljime 

Pl^Vire •= Flu'WnWireLength 

df dt =2.176x 10 
.Su-Wb 

u-s 

Flux^jre = 0.017Wb 

Wire Flux Lost •" 
df_dt.(0.681A-s) 

lOkA 
WireFiuxLost = 0148Wb 

Initialpiux:=10kA-24.3u-H Initialpiux= 0.243 Wb 

Wire 'Flux Lost 

u-s 

Percentage Lost_WIRE^- ^ .̂̂ .̂ ^^^^^ 

Experimentalist TTU1_5 •= ^ 2 % 

Percentage Lost WIRE = ^"•988»/t| 

Experimentalist TTUl 5 = ^̂ "/̂  

^ • = -

Experimenta]^st_TTUl_5 

Percentage Lost wiRE 
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TTUIV 

0.635+ 0.254= 0.889 [pitch := 0 . 8 8 ^ 

CoilLengthJ=35mnl '*armature-='5.^"» '̂ stator ==28'7mnt 

Expansionj^atio' 
•̂ stator 

HQ:=4.7t-4.7tl0 
7 ohms 

m 

armature 
Expansion|^^tio ~ ' -^05 

v , : = 8 
mnr 

Coil, 
Tums :=• 

'Length 

pitch 
Tums = 39.37 

Inductance := î Q-Tums -TC-
(< 

2 2 H — H 2 V Stator '^amiature ) 
4-Coil, 'Length 

Inductance =24.9S2^H 

Volumeinside-=7{ExpansionRatio " U<*armature ^oilLength Volumt^side = ^5-693mI 

(0 := 2.Jt. 
Inductance 

^ J Volumcinside 

d. ••stator ^ 
WireLength-=2" ^ T u m s 

Coih-ime:=4.0iais 

WireLength= 3.55m 

Coilj-j„^=4.018u.s| 
lime 

Rlnitia^=0-35a 

F l u x ^ : = 1.642-

100 kHz 

u-Wb 

RFir,=.i:=0.002266Q. , 
F"al -' 100 kHz 

df dt := 

^ ; ^ with, I = 1kA at 201 khz 

(P^"^Snm-^'^^Length) 

Coih-ime 

df dt = 3.627X 10" 
S u W b 

u.s 

Flux^ire := Flux^-WireLength 
Flux^ire = 0.015Wb 

Wirer 
df dt.(0.213A..s) 

•'Flux_Losf jQ]^ 

InitialFiyx:=10kA13uH 

WireFh^_Lost 
Percentage L o s t _ W I R E = = - j - ^ 

Wire Flux Lost = 0.077Wb 

Initialpim=0.13Wb 

u-s 

"Flux 

Percentage Lost WIRE = 59.421»/< 

Experimenta^^st_TTUIV •" '̂*-̂ ''''° 

Experimentalist TTUIV 

Experimenta^^ost jTUIV = ^^^ 

; : = • 

Percentage Lost ^IRE 
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OCOCUWKNT 

n C MNfiE 

TMEALPMIS1 

MfMUISSa 

ITEMTIONS 

INDUCTMCE 29 M rr-
RCSISTMIg I I 520 , j | ^ 

M M T U M R n « I ^'''^ mt R M I 27775 M 

ARMMUIK R a M I '»75 M R ^ M I 2>-* M> 

HEU< l i i « k I 12D _ O n M i l >< M> 

Abort SimuMien 

0 2R an nt vo 
1 I I I r I I I I I I I I [ I I I I I I t 
I I I I' r M I M I I I I I I I M l ' I 

IZiauxiNTEGRM. (lAn l̂ 

, x 1 0 * 

Ideal Flux loss (uWb) 
Real Rux loss(uWb) 
Resistjve Flux loss (uWb) 
Inttinsic Flux loss (uWb) 

DATA 

6 8 

Time (us) 

PLOTS 

10 

3 

12 14 

O f A R S C R E E N 

r k EdI Vtor Inam Toob vttaiw 

SEEDOmiENT 

TIMEflMIGE 

TMEMfHABI 

MfHAUlSSES 

rTERATONS 

52° wMm 

MMATUK R n « I " ' » . , R M i 27.'75 „ 

ARIMTURE Houtfl MSTS 

NEIK 

ROM I 2*4 

l<i«h I 120 nv DinMrl *! nii 

Abort Similalion 

6 8 
Time (us) 

DATA PLOTS CLEAR SCREEN 
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